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Abstract
Let G be a graph with a perfect matching M . In this paper, we prove two theorems to
characterize the graph G in which there is no M -alternating path between two vertices x and y
in G.
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In this paper, we follow the terminology and notation of [3]. In particular, let G
be a graph and S ⊆ V (G), we denote the number of odd components of G − S by
o(G − S).
Let G be a graph with a perfect matching M . Then G is said to be n-extendable if,
for any matching M ′ of size n, M ′ is contained in a perfect matching of G.
Since Plummer [7] introduced the concept of n-extendable graphs, there has been
extensive research on this topic (see [8]). Aldred et al. [1] :rst used M -alternating
paths to characterize n-extendable bipartite graphs. Later the present authors used
M -alternating path theory to characterize bicritical graphs [6], factor critical graphs
[5], 2k-critical graphs and general n-extendable graphs [2]. Motivated by these results,
we began to work on the graphs G with perfect matchings M such that there is no
M -alternating path between two vertices x and y in G. Now we characterize such
graphs as follows:
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Theorem 1. Let G be a graph with a perfect matching M and let x and y be two
vertices in G. Then there is no M -alternating path joining x and y starting and ending
with edges in E(G) \M if and only if either
(1) there is a cut set S in V (G) such that o(G− S)= |S| and two odd components
contains x and y, respectively, and x and y are adjacent to two vertices x′ and y′ in
S, respectively, by edges of M ; or
(2) there is a cut set S in V (G) such that o(G−S)= |S| and x and y are contained
in an even component C of G− S such that xy∈M , C− xy has two odd components
C1 and C2, and x∈V (C1) and y∈V (C2).
Proof. First we prove the suCciency. Obviously, every odd component must have a
vertex adjacent to a vertex in S by a matching edge, otherwise, there cannot be any
perfect matching in G.
Suppose there is an M -alternating path Q from x to y starting and ending with
edges in E(G) \ M . In case (1), since x and y are not in the same component,
and in case (2), since xy∈M is the only edge joining C1 and C2, the M -alternating
path Q starting from x with an edge in E(G) \ M must enter S with an edge in
E(G) \M . Note that Q cannot contain the edges xx′ and yy′ (in case (1)) or xy (in
case (2)) since Q is an (x; y) M -alternating path starting and ending with edges in
E(G) \M . Now whenever Q goes to a vertex z′ in S, it will go to an odd component
C′ through a matching edge of the form z′z, where C′ does not contain y. Hence, Q
never ends at y with a non-matching edge, which is a contradiction to the assumption
about Q.
Now we prove the necessity. Suppose there is no M -alternating path from x to y
starting and ending with edges in E(G) \ M . Obviously, there is not such an edge
xy∈E(G) \M .
We construct two maximum M -alternating trees starting from x and y with edges
in E(G) \M , respectively, in the same way as Edmonds [4] :nds a perfect matching
in a graph.
Case 1: xy ∈ E(G). Assume that xx′, yy′ ∈M . We describe the procedure of con-
structing the M -alternating trees in the following:
(1) Mark x even and set V (T ) = {x}; E(T ) = ∅.
(2) If there is an even vertex w∈V (T ) adjacent to a vertex z ∈V (G) \ V (T ) such
that wz ∈E(G) \M , zz′ ∈M , z′ ∈ V (T ), and z = x′, y′, then add wz; zz′ to E(T ), add
z; z′ to V (T ), and mark z odd and z′ even.
(3) If there is an edge wz ∈E(G)\E(T ) such that w; z ∈V (T ) and w and z are even
vertices, then add wz to E(T ) and there is an odd cycle C in T . Then we relabel all
odd vertices on C even.
(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) until the conditions of steps (2) and (3) do not hold.
Then the construction of the maximum M -alternating tree starting from x with edges
in E(G) \M is complete. We call the tree Tx. Note that y ∈ V (Tx), otherwise there is
an M -alternating path joining x and y starting and ending with edges in E(G) \M .
Now we construct the maximum M -alternating tree starting from y with edges in
E(G) \M by the following procedure:
(1) Mark y even and set V (T ) = {y}; E(T ) = ∅.
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(2) If there is an even vertex w∈V (T ) adjacent to a vertex z ∈V (G)\V (T ) such that
wz ∈E(G)\M , zz′ ∈M , z′ ∈ V (T ); z = x′, y′ and z is not an odd vertex in V (Tx) (note
that z cannot be an even vertex in V (Tx), otherwise we have an (x; y) M -alternating
path starting and ending with edges in E(G) \M , which is a contradiction), then add
wz; zz′ to E(T ), add z and z′ to V (T ), and mark z odd and z′ even.
(3) If there is an edge wz ∈E(G)\E(T ) such that w; z ∈V (T ) and w and z are even
vertices, then add wz to E(T ) and there is an odd cycle C in T . Then we relabel all
odd vertices on C even.
(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) until the conditions of steps (2) and (3) do not
hold.
We call the above maximum M -alternating tree Ty.
Now Tx and Ty have the following properties:
(1) For any even vertex v in Tx (respectively, Ty), v is not adjacent to any vertex
u in V (G) \ (V (Tx) ∪ V (Ty) ∪ {x′; y′}), otherwise, step (2) in the construction of Tx
(respectively, Ty) will not stop.
(2) For any two even vertices u∈V (Tx) and v∈V (Ty); uv ∈ E(G), otherwise
there will be an M -alternating path from x to y starting and ending with edges in
E(G) \M .
(3) As the consequence of (1) and (2), for any even vertex v in Tx (respectively,
Ty), v can be only adjacent to odd vertices in Tx or Ty, or x′, y′.
Now let S = {u1; u2; : : : ; ur} ∪ {v1; v2; : : : ; vt} ∪ {x′; y′} such that (a) ui ∈V (Tx) is an
odd vertex and uip∈E(G)\E(Tx) for some vertex p (i=1; 2; : : : ; r); (b) vi ∈V (Ty) is
an odd vertex and viq∈E(G)\E(Ty) for some vertex q (i=1; 2; : : : ; t). Then G−S has
exactly |S| odd components C1; C2; : : : ; Cr; C′1, C′2; : : : ; C′t , Cx; Cy such that Ci contains
u′i , where uiu
′
i ∈M (i = 1; 2; : : : ; r), C′j contains v′j , where vjv′j ∈M (j = 1; 2; : : : ; t), Cx
contains x and Cy contains y. Hence o(G−S)= |S| and there are two odd components
Cx and Cy containing x and y, respectively such that xx′, yy′ ∈M and x′, y′ ∈ S. So
we have conclusion (1) in the theorem.
Case 2: xy∈M . By the same procedures as in Case 1, we construct maximum
M -alternating trees Tx and Ty. In G − xy, we have a cut set S = {u1; u2; : : : ; ur} ∪
{v1; v2; : : : ; vt} such that (a) ui ∈V (Tx) is an odd vertex and uip∈E(G)\E(Tx) for some
vertex p (i=1; 2; : : : ; r); (b) vj ∈V (Ty) is an odd vertex and vjq∈E(G)\E(Ty) for some
vertex q (j=1; 2; : : : ; t). Then G−S−xy has |S|+2 odd components C1; C2; : : : ; Cr; C′1,
C′2; : : : ; C
′
t , Cx; Cy such that Ci contains u
′
i , where uiu
′
i ∈M (i=1; 2; : : : ; r); C′j contains v′j ,
where vjv′j ∈M (j=1; 2; : : : ; t), Cx contains x and Cy contains y. Now Cx∪Cy∪{xy} is
an even component. So o(G−S)= |S| and x and y are contained in an even component
C = Cx ∪ Cy ∪ {xy} of G − S such that xy∈M and C − xy has two odd components
Cx and Cy with x∈V (Cx) and y∈V (Cy). Hence conclusion (2) of the theorem is
proved.
Corollary 2. Let G be a graph with a perfect matching M and let x and y be two
vertices in G such that xy ∈ M . Then there is no M -alternating path joining x and
y starting and ending with edges in M if and only if there is a cut set S in V (G)
such that o(G − S) = |S|, x; y∈ S, xx′; yy′ ∈M and there are two odd components
containing x′ and y′, respectively.
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Proof. Since there is no M -alternating path P joining x and y starting and ending with
edges in M , there is no M -alternating path Q joining x′ and y′ starting and ending
with edges in E(G) \ M . But x′y′ ∈ M . By Theorem 1, conclusion (1) holds for x′
and y′. Hence the corollary holds.
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